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currently an Adjunct Professor of Aesthetics at Roger Williams University. He is author of five books of his photography, most recently Portraits 2017, and The Fire of Rome, a
book of his photographs and memoirs, published in 2016.
His work is held in more than thirty museum and corporate
collections in the US and Europe. Brigidi makes his home
in Bristol, Rhode Island.
ANNE EISENBERG was a long-time reporter for The New
York Times, where she wrote more than 300 columns on
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3-volume Marc Blitzstein Songbook, authored the Greenwood Press bio-bilbliography, and adapted/completed 20
Blitzstein works, including the opera Sacco and Vanzetti.
He has been writing for NMC since 2001. 
ljlehrman.artists-in-residence.com
PACIEN MAZZAGATTI is the Principal Conductor of the New
York City Opera. He was instrumental in the effort to revive
the company after its 2013 bankruptcy, and has recently
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ing the American premiere of Spanish Baroque composer
Antonio Lliteres’s Los elementos, the New York premiere
of Péter Eötvös’s Angels in America and the production of
Tosca that reopened the company.
BARRY O’NEAL, a composer and poet, turned 75 this summer. He has lived on the upper west side of Manhattan
since 1978, in an apartment he shares with his adult son.
Colin.
JAMES L. PAULK is a freelance critic. He wrote regularly
for the Atlanta Journal-Constitution before returning to New
York, where he is now based. He is a former Associate
Editor of NMC.
FREDERICK PETERS chairs the Boards of New Music USA
and Beth Morrison Projects. He has written frequently on
new music topics.
JEAN BALLARD TEREPKA is an intellectual and cultural historian, specializing in religious history. She has been writing
about music for more than twenty years and is a member of
the Music Critics Association of North America.
ANDREW VIOLETTE admits to reading the purple prose on
CD liner notes. “The music’s what’s important, to be sure,
but reading all that wonderfully horrendous prose is a guilty
pleasure.” He’s also writing his Third Symphony.
BEN YARMOLINSKY is a composer and guitarist living in
New York City. He is a professor of music at the Bronx
Community College.
Composer MARK ZUCKERMAN, www.mazicmusic.com,
lives in Roosevelt, NJ.

ABOUT THE COVER: NO. 8 THE PRICKY SOUND
BY STEPH AN BRIGIDI
Graphite with Conte Crayon 10- August 1990, from a series of 10 drawings done consecutively.

This drawing comes from a small group I did that particular day in August of 1990. I traveled to a
place preserved by the Nature Conservancy called Limerock in Lincoln, Rhode Island. I sat alone
by the water‘s edge of a small pond, and I began to meditate. I saw an image of myself swimming out to the center of the water and submerging below toward the murky bottom where I found
my little boy there lifeless. I consumed him and rose slowly toward the surface with some struggle,
managing to free myself. I brought my boy to the shore and released him to breathe freely with
his eyes opening. He became a small bird and flew away, later to return to me and we then flew
together. I slowly became conscious and recounted my journey with the ten drawings.
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LIVE
Performances
2017 NEW YORK CITY ELECTRO
ACOUSTIC MUSIC FESTIVAL:
EXCITING, DARING AND AFFIRMING
By Jean Ballard Terepka
ed and shaped the Festival since its first
season in 2009-2010; he is assisted annually by an “advisory council,” a large
group of colleague composers and performers who plan the Festival schedule
and judge the competitive field of pieces
proposed for inclusion. Like similar festivals in Europe and Asia, the NYCEMF
presents an opportunity for the dynamic global community of electroacoustic
composers to gather in music-making.
Conservatories, colleges and universities provide training and support for
electronic and electroacoustic music in
programs ranging from music composi-

CREDIT: MAGGIE QI

IN JUNE AND JULY, 2017, the New
York City Electroacoustic Music Festival
brought together musicians and artists from an international community
of composers for twenty-eight concerts
presented in two groups in two venues.
The first twenty-one concerts took place
at the Abrons Arts Center between June
th
th
19 and June 25 ; the remaining seven
concerts took place at National Sawdust
th
over the weekend of July 14 . Festival
founder and organizer Hubert Howe,
Emeritus Professor of Music at Queens
College and the Graduate Center of the
City University of New York, has direct-

tion and music theory to music technology and digital media, music cognition,
and computation for art and design.
Outside of collegiate environments, however, public performance of electronic
music is expensive: traditional and old
concert halls aren’t equipped with the
built-in electronic equipment and infrastructures necessary to support the computer, amplification, and visual needs
required for this music. Electroacoustic
festivals—several days of performances
by many composers in modern, specially equipped concert facilities—therefore
provide rare and important opportunities, valued in spite of their prodigious
expense, to present the work of these
composers.
The concluding seven concerts offered both what is typical and best of
this Festival. Sixty-six works by sixty-six
composers were performed, including
pieces for fixed media, videos, dances,
and combined live-instrument with fixed
media. They varied in length from five to
fifteen minutes. Individual concerts typically had seven to twelve pieces, usually
with one intermission. Composers came
from more than twenty-five countries,
and performers from almost as many.
About a third of the composers were
also performer-instrumentalists; another
third served as their own mix engineers,
operating from their own laptops or consoles.
Electronic … modern … post-modern
… This music, though dependent for its
instruments on technology inconceivable
until very recently, is still heard as music has always been heard. Technology
widens and deepens instrumental possibilities, especially as it expands the integration of recorded experience into live
music, but the nature of musical creative
themes themselves, whether individually
or collaboratively generated, remain the
same as they have always been. These
electroacoustic composers are engaged
in storytelling and narrative; in examinations of psychological, social, individual
and collective aspects of the human condition; in explorations of the natural, the
divine, the created and the creative; in
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exhortations towards peace and justice.
Like composers of all eras, these
composers juggle, integrate, compare,
contrast and upend old and new vocabularies and allusions. Technology
has significantly transformed the possibilities for musical sound—by stretching
and reshaping the palette of traditional instruments; by finding, recording,
preserving, and sculpting natural and
machine sounds, voices and words; by
repeating, recycling and reverberating.
The final product varies in quality from
mediocrity to excellence according to
the same standards of coherence and
integrity, discipline and daring as have
always applied to the creative arts.
In the case of this year’s NYCEMF, in
which only two of every five submitted
pieces were accepted for performance,
there was an atmosphere of camaraderie and mutual support, challenge and
encouragement among colleagues.
In general, the most exciting pieces
were those with live performers. Several
musicians proved particularly thrilling,
their individual performances characterized by virtuosic mastery of the traditional features of their instruments
combined with an exuberant willingness
to explore non-traditional extensions
of sound in partnership with electronic
media. Among these superb instrumentalists were Emily DiAngelo/oboe, Sam
Kelder/viola, Kelly Rossum/trumpet,
Wayla Chambo/flute, Laura Venditti/
saxophone, and Madeleine Shapiro/
cello. These artists often played works
specifically composed for them.
Several works performed by composer/instrumentalists proved particularly
rewarding.
Pianist Anoush Moazzeni created
what she called a “comprovisation,” or
“an interdisciplinary performance system based around an augmented prepared piano.” Moazzeni played a piano to which she had built on new string
and percussion elements, physically
expanding the number of the piano’s
strings and adding wood surfaces. As
she played the now-larger instrument,
she responded to recorded piano passages with both improvised and pre-

scribed music; the otherworldly interplay of the familiar and similar resulted
in cycles of accessibility and menace.
Guitarist-composer Diogo Carvalho,
in Reveal, played his guitar, accompanying recorded and altered guitar sounds
to take apart and then restructure the
guitar’s music. This piece opened in leisurely lyricism, proceded through cycles
of imitation, anticipation, mimicry and
foreshadowing, and concluded with
a gradual and expansive loosening of
sound elements. Similarly engaged in
the project of analyzing music’s various
component parts, violinist-composer Jordan Hall presented his live performance
on the violin as a dialogue with the
created musical sounds of a refrigeration fan, “exploring the tonality of an
electric fan.” The result was a piece of
surprising elegance, its grand gestures
and subtle emotional tones unexpectedly evoking nineteenth century Romantic
period chamber music.
Works in which solo instruments were
played in conversation with fixed media
evoked conservative concerto forms; a
few works deliberately took on formal,
highly constrained challenges. Formality
sometimes yielded exhilarating results.
For instance, Yue Dai’s fixed media Rush
Pantoum combined the rigors of a pantoum, “a poetic form in which the second and fourth lines in a four-line stanza

serve as the first and third lines in the
following stanza,” with an allegorical
narrative of chase and challenge. The
music offered a subtle and suspenseful
narrative of repeated cycles. Sound
builds and falls off; skittering dissipates
into silence.
For many, the project of listening
can’t be separated from the impulse to
visualize. Some pieces in this Festival
called up internal seeing: the mind’s
eye sometimes automatically creates its
own seen sequences. However, many
Festival works were actual “videos.”
As a genre, these works were the most
variable in quality. At their worst, some
videos seemed like amateurish add-ons,
an indulgence of home-made and public domain images devolved into cliché.
In some pieces, music of interest and
worth could have existed on its own: the
accompanying projected images were
superfluous.
The rarer truly successful videos fell
into two groups. In one—such as Marc
Ainger’s fourteen-minute Scribbles and
Smears in Space—the projected abstract images were generated in computer programs with the same formulas
and algorithms that created the musical
sounds; here, moving geometries and
colors were closely and revealingly
connected to musical developments and
patterns.
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In a second, even rarer group, videos
were essentially mini-movies of unusual
aesthetic coherence. One of the best
of this small group of successful videos
was brothers Timothy and Matthew Polashek’s Panic Attack, a tightly crafted
plotless film-noir style examination of
anxiety and unhingement that rang disconcertingly true.
A few particularly successful works
involved not videos but live ensembles
of mime or dancing. German dancer
Christine Witte was eloquent in both
Xiao Fu’s Amnesia and Jacob Sello’s
Catch_Up with the Unheard-of//Ensemble. Equally evocative, though emanating from a radically different tradition,
was Alice Shields’ White Heron Dance
with Mayo Miwa.
The sheer breadth and diversity of
the sixty-six works presented over the
course of three days was dizzying. The
constant anticipation of exciting, excellent new music was exhilarating; that
no single composer could present more
than a few minutes of one artistic vision
was constantly frustrating. Each of the
seven concerts in the National Sawdust
“block” of this Festival’s programming
was characterized by informal camaraderie and chatty collegiality: composers
and performers were each other’s best
colleagues, competitors, muses and critics. Audiences were enthusiastic and
National Sawdust was always fairly
full … but never packed. This electronic
and electroacoustic music—collaborative,
innovative, sometimes thrilling; rapidly
evolving, global in reach, and located
at the optimistic meeting points of science and art—should have a bigger
public than it does. Yet it is mired in the
same constraints of limited funding and
inadequate support that other creative
arts face. Major cities, such as New
York, are lucky in being able to support
an annual festival such as this.
Work is already moving forward for
the 2018 NYC Electroacoustic Music
Festival. Some of the same composers
will return; new talents will emerge. Music-makers and music-listeners alike can
begin looking forward now to next sum-

mer’s risks and revelations. ||
Note: Material for this essay-review was developed
from interviews, from material previously published
in www.theaterscene.net, and from NYCEMF publications in print and on-line at www.nycemf.org.

AMERICAN
COMPOSERS
ALLIANCE
THE LEONARD
NIMOY THALIA,
SYMPHONY SPACE
New York, NY
may 13, 2017
By Anne Eisenberg
IN MAY THE AMERICAN COMPOSERS
th
ALLIANCE celebrated its 80 year with
a festive two-night program of contemporary chamber music, but on the second night of the program, the weather
gods failed to cooperate. Instead, a
relentless spring rain soaked the Westside of Manhattan, drenching many of
those headed for Symphony Space for
the celebratory concert, played by the
innovative group counter)induction.
No matter, though, the sodden coats,
umbrellas and anoraks dripping from
the deluge— The Leonard Nimoy Thalia
has a welcoming bar tucked within the
ground-floor foyer. It greets concert goers and dispenses heartening glasses
of wine that can then be taken into the
hall. Many in the audience clenched
those wine glasses, sank into their
seats, and happily sipped restorative
beverages to the balanced, precise
music of the violin, viola, cello, clarinet
and piano that took their star turns as
counter)induction performed.
American composers were thoroughly celebrated by the broad range of
compositions on the program. To create this mosaic, the American Composers Alliance sent out a call to its members for possible works with scoring

that would fit counter)induction’s instrumentation, said Kyle Bartlett, a founding member and president of counter)
induction.
“We constructed the program,” she
said, “with pieces that were not only
exceptional, but that fit together as a
program as well. Stylistically, the voices of the different composers went well
together.”
The compositions lead seamlessly
from one to the next as the audience
settled into the darkened hall to listen
to an unusual program: opening with
the music of Barbara Jazwinski, Robert Carl, Matthew Greenbaum, Ross
Bauer, and Martin Boykan, and ending with an intense, climactic piece by
Elizabeth Bell.
The opening trio, Invocations, by
Barbara Jazwinski, called for virtuosic performances by Miranda Cuckson on the violin, Robert Burkhart on
the cello, and Aaron Wunsch on the
piano. Then the musicians switched
gears from players to narrators who
announced or described the behavior
of quantum particles during the second
piece, Quantum Dances, a suite of 11
short dances played by clarinet, piano
and violin. The composer Robert Carl,
writes in a program note that Quantum
Dances is “a fanciful representation of
the behavior of subatomic particles”.
Each dance in the suite was introduced by a member of the trio, who
spoke aloud its surprising title---- quarks,
say, or particles and anti-particles before the piece itself was played. These
titles were all scientific terms or descriptions of natural phenomena heard
more often in Modern Physics 101 than
Symphony Space's Thalia—and all
were followed by the performance of
their musical counterparts: for instance,
“Cold dark matter—denser and more
difficult,”was intoned by one of the
musicians, who then lit into a musical
analogue of the description. “Microwaves—a remnant of the big bang,”
and “When a particle and an anti-particle collide, they disappear” were
also illustrated by brief dances. The
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audience enjoyed the musical analogies, laughing as the violin, piano and
clarinet took on the whimsical antics of
the charmed quark, and at a delicate
dance of piano and clarinet that illustrated surviving particles.
A rhythmic quartet by Ross Bauer,
The Near Beyond, opened the second
half of the program, with a mournful
clarinet played by Benjamin Fingland
joining the deft, plucked strings of Jessica Meyer on the viola, Miranda Cuckson on the violin, and Robert Burkhart,
cello.
Martin Boykan’s Trio No. 4, a piano trio of two movements, was played
without pause. Miranda Cuckson, who
was an effective presence on stage for
all of the pieces played throughout the
evening, added her expressive violin
with its precise, propulsive rhythms in
Boykan’s trio.
Boykan, a professional pianist, writes
in the program notes that when he was
commissioned to write a piano trio he
was “not exactly overjoyed,” feeling as
he did that the piano was “a variety of
typewriter, with, at best, a fake legato
that could never match the extraordinary eloquence of violin or cello.” But
writing the trio converted him: he fell in
love with the medium and by now has
written three more piano trios.
The program ended with the monumental Perne in a Gyre, a quartet by
the late Elizabeth Bell. Ms. Bell, who
passed away in December of 2016,
was a staunch advocate for contemporary women composers. She was one
of the founders and longtime director
of the New York Women Composers.
Perne in a Gyre, she has written, was
inspired by lines from the poet William
Butler Yeats’ famous verse Sailing to
Byzantium, “…Soul clap its hands and
sing, and louder sing, For every tatter
in its mortal dress.” The quartet for
clarinet, violin, cello and piano built to
an exciting, spinning climax, all of the
instruments joined in an intense, rhythmic peak that is echoed in Yeats’ lines:
“Come from the holy fire, perne in a
gyre, And be the singing-masters of my
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soul.”
Throughout, Perne in a Gyre is punctuated with quarter tones. In a March
2012 video interview done by the
American Composers Alliance, Ms.
Bell said of her work, and of the tonalities she relished: “I try to go with
what I’d like to hear—without having
any rules.”
The audience, too, seemed to enjoy
her complex, mystical music, with its
fleeting quarter tones and its angular,
swirling finales.
It was a fine climax to an organizath
tion celebrating its 80 anniversary—
even if the weather didn’t cooperate. ||

AUTHENTICITY,
TRUTH AND
HUMOR IN
POLITICAL
MUSICAL
THEATRE,
YESTERDAY &
TODAY
By Leonard Lehrman
THE POLITICAL THEATRE/REALITY
SHOW which brought us to the present state of U.S. politics would seem
to dwarf or distort almost anything
that could be created on stage, casting shadows on efforts like Michael
Moore’s and even Shakespeare’s Julius
Caesar. But a number of new musical
efforts (and revivals) at coming to terms
with history and its importance for today have certainly been worth viewing
and reviewing. As the war on poverty
has degenerated first into the war on
terrorism and now the war on truth, it
becomes more and more important not
to lose sight of authenticity and courage in real characters of the American
political past and present.

Capturing the pre-Trump era of hope
and optimism triumphing over cynicism, York Theatre presented T. Cat
Ford’s 70-minute political cabaret How
to Be an American Sept. 17-25, 2016
and Joshua Rosenblum’s 90-minute
Mark Felt, Superstar Jan. 7-15, 2017.
Each was performed without intermission, moderately successfully, more so
than the revival Feb. 25-Mar. 5, 2017
of Jerry Herman’s Dear World, based
on Jean Giraudoux’s Madwoman of
Chaillot starring a dotty but alas only
half-convincing Tyne Daly, upstaged
by the deliciously daffy Alison Fraser,
in a total cast of 13. The Ford and
the Rosenblum had casts of 4 and 5,
respectively, with standouts Tim Jerome
among the 4 men in the former, Vanessa Lemonides, the lone woman in the
latter.
Ford’s well-chosen baker’s dozen
songs leaned heavily on 1901-42
repertoire of George M. Cohan and
the team of Gus Bryant & Vincent Edwards, plus asides from Martin Luther
& Francis Scott Key, sarcastically – and
all too prophetically—extolling “honest
graft.” Three of the performers played
instruments as well as sang—Jerome
on percussion, Frank J. Paul ukulele,
and Dan Manjovi at the piano. Going
in and out of soliloquy and narration,
the show was built around the career
of New York’s Tammany Hall machine
politician George Washington Plunkitt
(Jerome), with a message, again
all too prophetic, that “Education
doesn’t count in politics.” Authenticity was marred only slightly as Herbert
Hoover’s slogan, “a chicken in every
pot,” was anachronistically intoned decades before his time, which the playwright admitted was “poetic license.”
Basically, though, the show served as
a reminder and quasi-prequel of successful political musicals from Of Thee I
Sing to The Cradle Will Rock to Fiorello!
Rosenblum’s show, stage directed by
Annette Jolles, has book, music, lyrics,
musical direction and piano accompaniment all by him, and also contains
a baker’s dozen songs, with some
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memorable numbers like Nixon’s song
sung by Michael McCoy, “I Am Not a
Crook”; “Who Is Deep Throat?” (the
name Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein gave the secret inside informant
in their book—also a song title: “All the
President’s Men”); and a clever blues
solo that tearily stops the show, pondering “how Audrey Felt felt,” not knowing what her husband had been doing,
and ending her own life in 1984, 21
years before his secret would be revealed: Mark Felt (1913-2008), embodied here by Neal Mayer, was a
morally ambiguous character, to say
the least. Convicted of crimes against
leftists in the FBI’s Cointelpro program,
he was given a pardon by President
Reagan in 1981. Would that have
been issued, had his role in exposing
Watergate been known at that time?
How pure were his motives, and how
did they compare with Ellsberg, Manning, Snowden or Assange? Or were
they not at least partly built on jealousy for having been passed over for the
Director’s job when J. Edgar Hoover
died?
Rosenblum lets us ponder that, without resolving it, but poses the inevitable questions: “Could there even be
a Deep Throat in our own era?” and
“What would he tell us today?” How
can one not concur that “the lessons of
Watergate loom larger than ever” now,
and “it’s important to remind ourselves
of a time when the truth mattered”?
I don’t have a lot to say that hasn’t already been said about Kenneth Fuchs’
monodrama for baritone and instruments, Falling Man, on a text by J. D.
McClatchy, taken from a novel by Don
DeLillo. It’s a very effective, affecting
piece, which I heard sung by Jarrett
Ott twice – once on Apr. 29, 2016 at
Symphony Space with union musicians
hired by the Center for Contemporary
Opera, and once with Juilliard students
on Oct. 7, 2016 at the National 9/11
Memorial and Museum, where Eric
Fischl’s slightly erotic sculpture “Falling Woman” was displayed and also
discussed – though I didn’t see much

relation between the two works other
than their titles, and the source of their
inspiration: 9/11. There also did not
seem to be any significant difference
in quality between the professional and
the student performers.
Which leads us to the revival of perhaps the most important political musical in US history, Marc Blitzstein’s
paean to unionism, composed in 1936
and premiered in 1937: The Cradle
Will Rock.
th
The 80 anniversary of that premiere
was commemorated with a plaque to
Blitzstein in his hometown, Philadelphia, June 12, 2017. (Links to videos
of the ceremony and reception concert
are posted at <tinyurl.com/MBmarkerPlaylist>).
The same month, the
Saratoga Springs Festival presented
the work’s first orchestral performance
since NY City Opera’s miscast, poorly-recorded rendition of 1960. That
year, Lotte Lenya told me (in December
1970), Blitzstein had asked Lenya to
play the Moll, but she declined, and
recommended Tammy Grimes (who,
when I met her, told me she had not
known of Lenya’s recommendation).
Unfortunately Grimes’ Irish-accented
dialog with the Harry Druggist of William Griffis makes one think one may
be listening to Juno or Finian’s Rainbow
rather than The Cradle Will Rock!
John Mauceri, responsible for unearthing all the sketches and cut sections in his Scottish Opera versions of
both Leonard Bernstein’s Candide and
Blitzstein’s Regina (for better or for
worse, but always interestingly), was
Saratoga’s conductor, with an excellent group of opera-trained singers,
headed by Ginger Costa-Jackson (the
first time, I think, that a Carmen has
been cast) as the Moll, Matt Boehler
as Mister Mister, and Christopher Burchett as Larry Foreman. A grant from
Blitzstein’s nephew Stephen Davis will
enable this version to be released on
CD. (A smaller grant from the same
source has also just funded the creation
of a legible score of Blitzstein’s 1935
Children’s Cantata, Workers’ Kids of

the World, Unite! The piece was slated for but never received a full performance. International Opera Theater
has expressed interest in premiering it
next year in Italy.)
Marlene Dietrich (December 21,
1901 – May 6, 1992) is certainly a
figure deserving of memorializing and
th
emulation in this 25 anniversary year
of her death, “at a time,” writes Director
Oliver Conant, “when Americans are
becoming increasingly anxious and
uncertain about the ugliness, bigotry
and moral incoherence” of which we
see more and more each day, and “are
looking for examples of people who
combined talent, glamour, sexiness and
high principles. What better way,” he
asks, “to recover these values?” With
this noble purpose, he has co-written
and co-designed an anti-fascist, anti-war production Dietrich Rides Again
(which I reviewed at soundwordsight.
com/?p=2298) in collaboration with
its star, 24-year-old Polish-American
Justyna Kostek, though the real star of
the evening is the pianist Jojo Mainelli, who accompanies from memory his
own arrangements of 11 songs Dietrich sang.
Last but not least on our political musical theater list is a work much enjoyed
at Glimmerglass Aug. 4, 2017, mentioned in our review (at <soundwordsight.com/?p=2278>) of a Donizetti
opera there, but not in Opera News’
coverage of the season. Perhaps that’s
due to the magazine’s relatively recent
policy of not covering performances
with piano only. Or perhaps because
the work is not really an opera, but
rather a parody pastiche, piecing together quotations, both musical and
textual.
The premise builds on the actual
friendship of the Supreme Court’s most
progressive and most reactionary justices, who found common ground in
a love of opera, and who both loved
this piece, the libretto for which was
published in the Columbia Law Journal of Law & the Arts, with prefaces by
both justices, and footnotes citing their
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words (from opinions and interviews)
and the musical quotations used “from
Händel, Mozart, Rossini, Bellini, Verdi, Offenbach, Bizet, Sullivan, Puccini,
Strauss, et al.” (See links from the composer’s website, <derrickwang.com/
scalia-ginsburg/>.)
Ruth Bader Ginsburg particularly
loved being portrayed as a coloratura diva (Mary Beth Nelson here), and
Antonin (“Nino”) Scalia (sung by tenor
William Burden) appreciated the portrait of his hard-working Italian immigrant father. Originally premiered in
Castleton, VA in 2015, the work was
revised for Glimmerglass in 2017,
taking into account Scalia’s death on
Feb. 13, 2016. It now has him exiting
the stage with “The Commentator,” a
contemporary (re?-)incarnation of Don
Giovanni’s Commendatore (Brent Michael Smith), with a parting verbal shot
at Ginsburg: “You’re still wrong!” Humor is thus allowed to alleviate the tension that still rankles over the Garland/
Gorsuch controversy as to who should
have succeeded Scalia on the Court.
And perhaps that’s the only safe, sane
way we can hope to get through this
period: with humor. ||
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FINNISH FLAVORS
ESA-PEKKA SALONEN
conducting members of the
Sibelius Academy
Symphony Orchestra and
the Juilliard Orchestra,
Jonathan Roozeman, cello,
September 5, 2017 in music
of Steven Stucky, Esa-Pekka Salonen and Jean
Sibelius at Alice Tully Hall
By Barry O' Neal
THE NEW YORK CONCERT season
does not officially start until the opening
of the New York Philharmonic’s subscription season and the first performances
at the Metropolitan Opera and Carnegie Hall later in the month of September.
So Mr. Salonen and the members of the
Juilliard Orchestra and visitors from the
Sibelius Academy Orchestra Symphony
Orchestra were jumping the starter’s
gun a bit when they presented a terrific program of recent music by Salonen
himself and the late Steven Stucky, and
a classic Sibelius score, the Lemminkäinen Suite, Op. 22 the day after Labor
Day.
The program began with a substantial
15’ piece by Steven Stucky, an American composer who died in 2016 and
is sorely missed by many in the music
community. Written for and first performed by the Los Angeles Philharmonic
under Esa-Pekka Salonen in October of
2007, Radical Light has some of the
dark gleam of late Sibelius and organic growth from simple materials that
characterized the Finnish masters’s late
works such as Tapiola and the Seventh
Symphony. It is scored for a conventional orchestral array, winds in threes with
the usual doublings; 4/3/3/1 brass; 3
percussion players, harp and strings.
Out of a barely audible string cluster,
winding solos for flute, oboe, bassoon
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launch a freely developing span of music that grows and changes, embracing
many differing paces, musical characters and including several luminous climaxes that have the stamp of Stucky’s
orchestral mastery. His expressed admiration for Sibelius and more recent
Finnish composers like Magnus Lindberg, Anders Hilborg and Mr. Salonen,
is amply displayed in the clear, cool
orchestration and the mastery of evolving harmonic and melodic process. The
young players responded to Mr. Salonen’s precise direction with a radiant
performance.
Mr. Salonen’s Mania (2000) for solo
cello and small orchestra, which followed, also acknowledged Sibelius, in
particular the Seventh Symphony as a
model, but had a more modernist caste.
Unlike his more expansive three-movement Cello Concerto introduced to New
York by the New York Philharmonic with
Yo Yo Ma earlier this year, Mania is in
a taut and propulsive one movement.
Scored for single winds and brass, 2
harps, piano, small percussion group
and a small string section without cellos,
Mania evolves from an opening cantilena by the cello over string arpeggios
with intermittent harp and piano interjections into alternately kinetic and rhapsodic gestures that only rarely pause
for breath. It seems to these ears to be
more about process than substance, but
the virtuosity of the cello writing and
generally rapid pace made an effective
contrast to Mr. Stucky’s more expansive
piece. It was so thrillingly performed by
the young Finnish-Dutch cellist Jonathan
Roozeman and the young players of the
small orchestra that I can hardly complain that it seemed of less lasting value
than some of Mr. Salonen’s more recent
music, his Violin Concerto in particular.
Mr. Roozeman obliged the audience’s
warm reception of his playing by offering the finale of Gaspar Cassado’s Suite
for Cello, as an encore.
The second half of the program was
devoted to a rare complete performance
of Jean Sibelius’ Lemminkäinen Suite,
Op. 22 (“Four Legends from the Kaleva-

la”). I confess this was the main reason
for my attendance at this concert. Never
having heard this set in a live concert,
I know most of these marvelous pieces only from scores and recordings. I
would claim that it is with this suite that
the authentic Sibelius sound and formal
approach clearly emerge. The four pieces, each a tone poem in its own right,
depict the adventures of Lemminkäinen, a principal hero of the Kalevala,
the Finnish folklore epic. The first tone
poem, Lemminkäinen and the Maiden of
the Island is alternately bucolic and impassioned, as the horny hero pursues his
erotic agenda with the virgins of Saari.
It is the most Wagnerian of the set, with
the clear influence of Tristan in the lovemaking music of the hero. Lemminkainen in Tuonela, on the other hand, sounds
like no other composer but Sibelius, with
its dark tremolos and gloomy woodwind
themes, its sudden brass outbursts and
elegiac string writting that depict the hero’s descent into a mythic hell. The third
tone poem, The Swan of Tuonela, is by
far the best known of the set and is often
encountered in concert by itself. It is a
showcase for solo English horn, emerging from a sheen of muted strings with
one of the composer’s most memorable
melodies. It depicts the hero descending
to the depths to perform the task of killing
the swan in question in order to gain the
hand of Pohjola’s daughter. The breathtaking melody was stunningly played by
Juilliard’s Ryan Roberts, and Mr. Salonen
had the strings of the orchestra performing the soulful second theme with equal
feeling and finesse. The final section
of the suite, Lemminkäinen Return, is a
romp, galloping by as the hero no doubt
did in a mere six minutes of dazzling orchestration with bells and other battery
instruments joining the celebration. The
unanimity and fire with which Mr. Salonen and his young charges dispatched
this movement produced an appropriate
frenzy in the audience, which was rewarded with a lovely, heartfelt encore of
Sibelius’ popular Valse Triste.
Wihout knowing how much rehearsal
time Mr. Salonen had with his young

performers, it is still remarkable that they
played with such unanimity and spirit.
This was an unusually satisfying concert
and a great way to start the 2017/18
New York concert season. ||

ANGELS IN
AMERICA
NEW YORK CITY
OPERA (NEW
YORK PREMIERE)
June 10, 2017
By James L. Paulk
IN A TRIUMPHANT FINALE to the
second season after its resurrection,
New York City Opera presented the
New York premiere of Peter Eötvös’ opera, Angels in America, a brilliant and
innovative adaptation of Tony Kushner’s sprawling, 7-hour “gay fantasia
on national themes.”
Eötvös is Hungarian but has long
lived in Paris, where the opera was
first performed in 2004. His wife, Mari
Mezei, wrote the libretto, retaining the
spirit and poetry of Kushner’s script
while paring away 90% of the words.
The opera’s first American production,
in Boston in 2006, was nationally
televised. Since then, it’s been staged
a couple of times in America and in
2013, the Los Angeles Philharmonic
performed a concert version.
While the Kushner play has received
consistently positive reviews from its
premiere 25 years ago right through to
the revival currently running in London,
Eötvös’ opera has faced much more of
a mixed reception, at least in America.
The American opera world is simply
more conservative than that of the theater, more rule-bound and skeptical of
innovation.
One objection to Eötvös’ opera is
the paucity of singing. Perhaps as
much as 75% of the text is spoken or
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McCarthy’s notorious deputy who later
became Donald Trump’s attorney and
mentor. In the opera as in real life, the
closeted Cohn insists that his AIDS is
really liver cancer. Prior is visited by an
angel; his visions and dreams become
a pathway to gay activism.
As has been the case all season,
this was an exemplary young cast.
Most of these roles are deceptively difficult. Lyric baritone Andrew Garland
was a poignant Prior, and tenor Aaron Blake, in fine voice, dealt well with
the complex role of Louis. Bass-baritone Wayne Tigges nailed the sordid
Roy Cohn role. And soprano Kirsten
Chambers was dramatically powerful
and vocally strong in the mystical role
of The Angel. Pacien Mazzagatti led
the NYCO orchestra in a lucid, nicely

productions of new operas. A lot happened here, from 11 world premieres
to many American premieres and important revivals. The revived company, led by Michael Capasso, has a
much-reduced budget from the old days
and has clearly had to watch pennies.
Still, its resources are far greater than
those of the other local companies excluding the Met, which has presented
a single American premiere in the last
decade (Nick Muhly’s Two Boys). With
Angels in America, as with last year’s
revival of Daniel Catan’s Florencia en
el Amazonas and Stewart Wallace’s
chamber opera, Hopper’s Wife, it has
shown its willingness to once again fill
this critical role. ||

CREDIT: SARAH SHATZ

declaimed, mostly on pitch in a nicely styled sprechgesang. But this helps
focus the ear on the wistful, witty, and
painfully beautiful poetry that Mezei
has brought over from Kushner’s play.
And it’s set over scintillating, constantly
changing timbres, textures and dark,
edgy tonality from the orchestra, which
includes a Hammond organ, electronic
keyboard, guitars, and a smorgasbord
of sound effects. There’s also a funky
vocal trio which embellishes, echoes,
and responds to the text.
Eötvös headed the fabled Ensemble
InterContemporain for more than a
decade, so perhaps it isn’t surprising
that his work is such a rich and sophisticated tapestry. But it’s the naturalness
of his sound world, and the lack of clichés, that makes his work so compelling here. Rarely will
you find a composer
more adept at setting
either poetry or American speech patterns.
The
singers
are
miked. This detracts
from the beloved natural feel of traditional
opera and messes up
spatial and directional signals, but here
at least it seems to be
more restrained than
in Broadway theaters,
and the added clarity,
together with projected titles, really does
add to the power of
the text.
To get the play down to a manageable opera size, Mezei discarded
many characters and subplots, sharpening the focus on two deeply troubled
couples: Prior and Louis, who are gay;
and Harper and Joseph, Mormon and
ostensibly straight. Prior learns he has
AIDS, a death sentence at the time,
and Louis responds by abandoning
him. Meanwhile, Harper discovers that
Joseph is gay. Joseph and Louis hook
up. Meanwhile, there is another subplot revolving around Roy Cohn, Joe

paced reading of the score.
Sam Helfrich’s production showed
signs of frugality, especially unfortunate for a work that seems to call out
for rich visual imagery. But Helfrich
drew just the right balance of reality,
fantasy, sorrow, and wit from his cast,
natural actors all. It was a masterly performance.
In the old days, before its spectacular
downfall and 2013 bankruptcy, NYCO
was New York’s indispensable company when it came to mounting full scale
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RECORDINGS
MARTIN PERRY
PIANO
By Frederick Peters
BRIDGE RECORDS has in recent years
put out a series of discs featuring the
subtle and focused pianist Martin Perry
th
playing seminal piano works of the 20
century. The latest in the series, recently
released features Perry playing the Hugo
Weisgall Piano Sonata from 1982 and
Hindemith’s enormous Ludus Tonalis.
Perry plays the Weisgall, a profound
but rarely heard work from
th
the composer’s 70 year,
masterfully. The piece, in
three movements traditionally organized as a long and
complex Allegro, a plaintive
and increasingly anxious
Adagio, and an intense
Presto using dotted rhythms
to both propel and restrain
its pace, displays Weisgall’s atonal,
non-serial style to rich effect. With the
best Weisgall performances the listener
is acutely aware of the formal and harmonic rigor which underpins the piece;
one hears the composer’s preoccupation
with voicing and simultaneity throughout.
Rhythmic and melodic tropes are introduced, exploited, inverted, not as the
main event but remaining enough in the
foreground to give each movement a certain inevitability.
The weight of the piano sonata tradith
tion lies heavily on 20 century composers; how can the composer not quake,
at least a little, before the greatness of
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert,
Brahms? Weisgall both addresses and
sidesteps this issue. Formally, the shape
th
th
of the piece is true to its 18 and 19
century antecedents, while harmonically
it charts its own ground. Perry’s genius,
in this performance, is that he helps us to
hear both. He renders an important interpretation of an important piece.
The bulk of the CD is taken up by

the Hindemith Ludus Tonalis, a sort of
Well-Tempered Klavier for the World
War II era. Perry does everything one
can possibly with what, for me, remains
one of the least inspiring didactic pieces
in the repertoire. After an introductory
section which sounds much like a Germanicized version of Debussy’s Doctor
Gradus ad Parnassum, we move into the
fugues. Hindemith is certainly renowned,
and he does introduce considerable variation, both harmonic and melodic, into
the many pieces which make up the total,
sometimes to lovely effect. What the composer cannot escape, unfortunately, is his
square sense of rhythm. The
rhythmic language remains
boxy and static for the full
52 minutes. Few pieces exist
in which the listener is more
aware of every downbeat.
That said, this reviewer
gives Mr. Perry every credit
for making as much of the
piece as can be made. He
shades the fugues and interludes exquisitely, drawing out melodic or emotional
dissimilarities between one and the next
which help obscure their more fundamental sameness. Harmonic subtleties sing
out as well, and every off-beat phrase
catches the ear without the listener being
consciously aware that the performer has
emphasized it.
We take technical mastery in pianists
for granted. Perry’s technique is superb,
but his greater gift exists in locating pieces which, though seldom heard, have
contributed something important and/
or influential to the piano repertoire. It’s
great to hear these works; whether we
like them or not, both represent styles
very differently demanding of the listener
from the minimalist and post-minimalist
works which currently dominate the airwaves. Perry makes a convincing argument for Weisgall’s sonata; surely this
piece deserves more concert hall attention. And even if the Hindemith is hard to
love, Perry makes a convincing case for
its back-to-basics message. ||

OU T OF T HE
SH A DOW S
Rediscovered
American Art
Songs
Lisa Delan, Soprano
Kevin Korth, Piano
With Matt Haimovitz, Cello
by Ben Yarmolinsky
WE ALL KNOW THAT SCHUBERT,
Schumann, Brahms wrote lieder, and
that Debussy, Ravel and Fauré wrote
chansons. We also know that Barber,
Thomson, Copland and many other
American composers wrote what they
called art songs. But what is an American art song? And what is a redis-

covered American art song? Soprano
Lisa Delan gives a variety of answers
to these questions in her CD “Out of
the Shadows,” published by Pentatone
Music out of San Francisco.
Of course, there are many species
of American art song. Some draw on
roots in the Old World, some on local
folk and theatrical traditions, some are
purely abstract, and many are hybrids
of various kinds. All of them, however,
are composed for a classically trained
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voice with piano accompaniment. And,
with some exceptions, they are settings
of lyrics by American poets. The American popular song has dominated the
world for the past century. Its poor but
genteel cousin the American art song
has been comparatively neglected.
“Out of the Shadows” presents a
sampler of American art song, including some new and recent works, in addition to rediscovered works of the last
century. Paul Nordoff (1909-1977),
represented here by six songs, has a
natural and fresh harmonic palette animated by lovely pianistic textures. His
vocal lines are less successful, however,
often distorting the prosody of the lyric. From Paul Bowles (1910-1999) we
hear the exquisite Blue Mountain Ballads, the best-known of his songs—but
hardly a rediscovery. A group of short
love poems from the Japanese (translated by Sam Hamill) are set by Stephen
Paulus (1949-2014) in the cycle Songs
of Love and Longing. Here we expect
and receive an Orientalist treatment of
these brief poignant lyrics. This is not to
question the “Americanness” of these
songs, but they do occupy a separate
category.
The least conventional, and perhaps
the most original “American art songs”
on the disc are a recently composed
group of three reconceptions of familiar folk songs, with cello obbligato
parts played by Matt Haimovitz. David Garner’s Auld Lang Syne is simply
harmonized and richly textured, and
throws in Wild Mountain Thyme in the
cello part. Gordon Getty’s Shenandoah is the most Ivesian of the group; it
contains surprising twists in the accompaniment, while leaving the original
melody intact. Jack Perla contributes
a rhapsodic version of Home, Sweet
Home, with modal harmonies lending
a distinctly Californian sensibility to this
old sentimental song.
I had never heard of John Duke
(1899-1984) before listening to his
four settings of e.e. cummings here.
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Clever, very pianistic, dramatic, these
songs ought to be better known. They
are a genuine rediscovery.
Norman Dello Joio (1913-2008) in
his Three Songs of Adieu sets three
rather overwrought poems in an appropriately overwrought style.
Jon Kander’s setting of a Civil War
soldier’s letter home to his sweetheart is
touching and effective. Whether it is an
art song is another question. I would
describe it as a theatrical work.
Randall Thomson is best known for
his choral works, but was no slouch in
the song department. He had the rare
ability to make words sing, and this
comes through in the examples here:
a florid setting of the Magnificat (in English), and two lovely lyrics, Tapestry
by William Douglas and Velvet Shoes
by Elinor Wylie. The latter has a theme
that sounds as if had been dictated by

Schubert—which is high praise.
Throughout this eclectic disc Ms.
Delan delivers scrupulous and passionate accounts of her material. If the
words are sometimes unintelligible,
that may be as much due to the composers’ choices as to the performer’s
diction. Kevin Korth is an excellent collaborative pianist. ||
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CD Snapshots by Andrew Violette

MARTIN BOYKAN: RITES OF
PASSAGE: CHAMBER MUSIC
1993-2013 BRIDGE 9483
Boykan (b. 1931) is often overlooked
but the best of his writing is well-wrought
and sincere. If you’re in the mood for
a Big Statement, Boykan is not for you.
His work tends to be episodic, non-heroic, highly polished, well-nuanced and
extremely intimate. He studied composition with the best: Walter Piston, Aaron
Copland, Paul Hindemith and piano with
Eduard Steuermann. He was a founding
member of the Brandeis Chamber Ensemble, a new music group that pre-dated the

DAVID LENTZ (B. 1942) RIVER OF
1,000 STREAMS: COLD BLUE CB0050
Bach did it in his C major prelude to
the WTC Bk 1. Beethoven did it in his
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Group For Contemporary Music by ten
years. He’s won many awards and he
comes by his praise honestly. His career
has been one of a “good citizen.”
The CD opens with Impromptu for Violin Solo (1993) performed by Yohanan
Chendler. There’s no “digging into the
bow.” Chendler keeps a warm, lyrical
tone throughout with some nice slides
and sweet pianissimo high up on the E
string.
The Second Sonata for Violin and Piano
(2009) is recorded by Curtis Macomber,
violin and Stephen Gosling, piano. In the
first movement, marked con fuoco, Gosling lets Macomber sing as he does with
virtuosic bowing, big dynamic contrasts
and a seamless unison with the piano
that’s really in tune. Gosling’s chords are
dry and evenly voiced throughout. It’s a
good Steinway. The second movement,
an adagio molto, shows Macomber in
full control of the bow on long held notes
with a nice D string sound. Gosling is
almost too self-effacing here. I wanted a
little more umph in the striking mid-range
chord passages. Once again, a series of
small gestures flows into the piece’s final
sotto voce and last morendo.
In the Piano Trio #3 “Rites of Passage”

(2006) for violin, cello and piano Boykan
introduces a 6 note motif in the cello that
wends throughout the rest of the 5 unbroken-movement piece. The texture is spare,
sometimes only one or two lines. The gestures tend to end with a whimper, not a
blast. All this fades out to niente.
In The Sonata for Viola and Piano
(2012) with Mark Berger, viola and Yoko
Hagino, piano, the viola has a rich tone
throughout, a C string with a tasteful vibrato. Sometimes the A string higher positions sound a little too thin for my taste
but the general sound is never forced.
The piano is supportive. Hagino knows
good phrasing.
I almost wish Boykan had taken a howto-write-effectively-for-voice lesson from
Milton Babbitt. In the Psalm 121 (1997)
the soprano (Pamela Dellal) to these ears
has an ungrateful part. Here the lack of
grand gestures doesn’t work. I could not
understand a word she was singing but
that’s the perpetual problem of the soprano singing in English, a vastly more difficult language to put across than Italian,
German or French.

Moonlight Sonata Mvt 1. Now David
Lentz is taking a modern day stab.
He sets up a series of tremolo piano
chords (I’m hearing bits from the Dresden Amen). These repeat in odd ways.
River of 1,000 Streams is written for
piano with “cascading echoes.” By
“cascading echoes” Lentz means that
a laptop runs a patch of the piano’s
tremolos in real time. It gives the 30
minute piece a nice shimmer.
In the 1970s Lentz founded “California Time Machine”, a group specializing in conceptual music. A decade later, with the Daniel Lentz Group, his The
Dream King (1983) became associated
with the post-minimalists William Duckworth, Janice Giteck and Peter Gena.
The diatonic steady pulse of his earlier

work was described by Robert Carl in
Fanfare magazine as “bright, edgy…
an LA freeway on overdrive.”
Lentz’s webpage lists all his prizes
and commissions but fails to mention
why or how he writes.
Vicki Ray is now the official tremolo
queen for Cold Blue. She’s premiered
Adams, Subotnick, Chasalow, Hartke
and others. She’s big with Bang on a
Can. She’s recorded Feldman’s Crippled Symmetries (beautifully I might
add) and Reich’s You Are (Variations).
With all those tremolos, editing must
have been a blast—or a nightmare.
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GREGORY MERTL: AFTERGLOW OF
A KISS: BRIDGE 9489
The best cut on the CD is the first, after
which—and I could be very wrong—
but to these ears there's definitely a
slackening off.
In Afterglow of a Kiss (2000) for
flute and wind ensemble the soloist (Immanuel Davis, flute) plays a sprightly,
virtuosic line filled with octave jumps
and a repeating C B A motif. There
are some nice orchestral touches: trian-

JANE ANTONIA CORNISH: INTO
SILENCE: INNOVA 976
From the deliciously meaningless liner
notes one wouldn't have the slightest
idea what kind of music Cornish writes.
(A snippet: “a breathless fragility on the

gle accents, sforzandi trumpets muted
and unmuted, bright celeste and harp
writing. The flute is always at the fore.
The orchestra never intrudes (University
of Minnesota Wind Ensemble, Craig
Kirchhoff, conductor). I love the witty
little phrases in the high brass. Mertl
(b. 1969) knows how to write for high
woodwinds. Only Boulez is as bright.
Mertl keeps the colors clean with careful or no doubling at all. A fluttering
flute coda mid-register ends the piece
in a nicely timed seven minutes.
Less succesful is Empress (1998). At
almost 13 minutes it seemed much longer. Mertl writes less well for sustained
harmonies. My ear wanted more string
quintet and harp. It was so overpowered I wanted the harp to use fingernails a la Marcel Grandjany or at least
be more closely miked. Toward the end
there’s a striking tom tom solo.
There’s a reason brass quintets are
short. The Piano Concerto (20082010) simply couldn’t sustain the 43
minutes, four big movements, of wind
writing and middle of the road virtuosic

piano part. True, brass has fewer intonation problems than strings. But wind
tires the ear much more than either the
voice or strings. And the non-heroic piano part didn’t help. I understand the
concept: the anti-concerto. I get it. But
if the composer is going to go down
that road there better be some gloriously lyrical moments for the piano. In this
piece however the piano was centered
in the dullest, greyist middle register.
Poor Solungga Liu, piano, suffered
from an insufficiently brilliant piano
part.
The anti-piano-concerto can be done.
Charles Wuorinen wrote one and premiered it himself with the New York
Philharmonic.

precipice of liminal space imbues the
album’s six over-arching linear meditation; each work an inquiry into the transitory beauty of the unknown, through
self reflection and the conscious reorientation of perspective.” This is purple
prose for I-don’t-know-what-I’m-talkingabout.) Fact is, she does a lot, both in
terms of timbre and in terms of motific
development, with the performers she
has (piano, 4 celli, violin).
There’s also an annoyingly cloying
video on line of a pas de deux which
uses Cornish’s Into Silence danced by
New York City Ballet principals Ask
la Cour (also the choreographer) and
Sara Michelle Murawski. From what I
could see (not much) Murawski is quite
good on pointe. But the movements of
the dancers (their hands, their feet) are
obscured by the ever so arty editing.

Works well with the music, though.
Speaking of liner notes, is it my imagination or are they getting dumber and
dumber?
I’m seeing it especially on innnova
but Cold Blue and even frumpy old
Bridge seem to be mired in greasy
prose. Do we really need to know the
innermost sexual feelings of all the
composers as they were writing their
grand epics? Why should we care to
know what inspired every single bar of
a newly minted composer’s precious 3
minute musical bios?
Unfortunately all this dumbing down
is realistic marketing, otherwise these
savvy labels wouldn’t do it. Alas! the
people who are listening to our work
now are stupid stupid stupid.
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PORTRAITS: WIND, THUNDER
AND LOVE:
JODA MUSIC, B00XTDOPVK

NYC born Joseph Daley is coming to
contemporary music by way of jazz.
He played tuba and valve-trombone
with Gil Evans and Sam Rivers.
Wispercussion/5 portraits of Warren
Smith almost but not quite falls apart as
a unified piece. Smith plays non-virtuosic solos on vibes, marimba, timps,
gongs and drums. A string orchestra,
piano and percussion back him up.
There’s a great Hatikvah quote in the
fourth movement.
Best piece is Shadrack/Portrait of Bill
Cole. Cole plays a south indian nagaswaram. (It’s a double reed instrument
that sounds like a cross between a
launeddas, which is a Sardinian triple

clarinet, and an oboe reed—yes, just
an oboe reed).
Doretha and Industria round out the CD.
Daley writes, “If the music I compose
provides one with a sense of beauty,
inner peace and introspection then I
am pleased.” In this CD, even though
the gestures are sometimes hokey and
the orchestration is anything but sophisticated, I was left feeling quite pleased.

MILLIKAN SYMPHONY 2017: INNOVA 981
Ann Millikan (b.1963) separates textures to create a coherent orchestra sound,
always intelligent, sometimes surprising. Gil Rose conducts the Boston Modern
Orchestra Project with Jennifer Curtis, violin.
She was a singer and a jazz pianist. She studied with Subotnick and Powell.
She says she wants to escape from the “new music ghetto.” She thinks composers
“can be vital contributors to society at large.” Walt Disney says that if you really
believe you can make it come true.

LARRY POLANSKY: FREEHORN:
[COLD BLUE CB0049]
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freeHorn is more of a generalized application than a set piece of music per se.
In the freeHorn software manual Polansky (b.1954) tells performers to
“make your own piece….freeHorn is,
after all, just a small piece of portable
software which plays a lot of sinusoids
and morphs between harmonic series.”
The java app (cowritten with Phil Burk)
is generalized for a bunch of Polanski
pieces, such as:
Psaltery (on the CD Theory of Impossible Melody from the label Artifact)
written in 1978-79; Canon for Flute and
multitracked flutes; Cello for cello and
cello-multitrack; Flutes for flute choir;

Glass for 51 tuned water glasses. These
were all written in the same year, 19789, and they all use the freeHorn app.
Horn (1990) (on Artifact CD, Simple
Harmonic Motion), also uses freeHorn.
And finally the piece freeHorn itself
uses the app in all its various guises.
There’s a freeHorn Canon (2006) for
10 trumpets, computer and fretless guitar. There are 3 versions out from 2012.
One is a Trio Version done at Mills College with fretless guitar, horn, guitar
and 3 different computer apps running
together. There’s the Quintet Version
played at UCSC for fretless guitar, horn,
accordion and piano.
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There’s a great 12 minute Solo Version on youtube played by Giacomo
Fiore on guitar. In this version the guitar is tuned D A D F# A C and the computer is set to a fundamental D. Fiore
descibes himself as a “rookie improviser” but he’s good with nice bends and
slides. He plays with an intimate sense
of Polansky’s musical thinking.
There’s the freeHorn (2010) for 4
computers and any number of sustaining instruments. One computer sets the
time length of the whole piece, the others enter according to the Fibonacci
series. Polanski writes, “The performers pick one computer…play long-ish
sustained tones, avoid ‘special’ techniques.” A Golden Section canon!
Then there’s the pre-test freeHorn
version simply called Horn (1989/rev
1992). At 17 minutes for electronics
and horn it’s in 5 sections, with each
section at 17 “measures.” This tape
was realized by Tom Erbe. It was premiered (1990) by Chris Bobrowski,
horn, with Polansky on laptop.
And finally there’s this official CD
version on the cold blue label with David Kent, tenor saxophone and computer; Krystyna Bobrowski, horn; Tom
Dambly, trumpet; Amy Beal, piano;
Giacomo Fiore, electric guitar; Larry
Polansky, fretless guitar; David Dunn,
electric violin and Monica Scott, cello.
I mention the players separately because they’ve all worked extensively
with Polansky, who throughout has specialized on his fretless guitar.
All the above pieces use the freeHorn
app and all are scored for tape and
live performers.
(By the way, Polanski also plays Indonesian gender, both mandolin and
mandocello and he sings. He’s played
with minimalist biggies Christian Wolff,
James Tenney (his teacher), Lou Harrison, Lois Vierk and others—not to mention playing electric guitar with Nick
Didkovsky.) He also studied with Ben
Johnston, where I would imagine he
gets his micro-tonal chops.)
Now for some bio: Polansky cofounded Frog Peak. He edited Per-

spectives of New Music for a time. He
was a jazz musician and he studied
mathematics. He edited Tenney’s theoretical writings as well as Ruth Crawford Seeger scores. He did the music to
Stacey Steer’s experimental animation
Night Hunter. And he wrote an opera
in American Sign Language—-I can’t
imagine.
Giacomo Fiore, our electric guitarist on the CD, as well as doing the
above great video,also wrote The Just
Intonation Guitar Works of Lou Harrison, James Tenney, and Larry Polanski
(2013). It’s online. Check it out!
In the app itself the performer sets the
length of the piece, how many sections
the piece has, and its various parameters (attack, decay, range, fundamental frequency, harmonics, range of
durations, dynamics and spectral complexity). The player can program any
number of sections of any total length
with all ratios of sections possible.
Polansky writes, “Run…many different versions of freeHorn at the same
time…make canons, thicken the texture, allow for very complicated simultaneous harmonic fabrics….Interesting performances can be created
with unusual section ratios…such as
1:1.001:1.003:1…[here] the harmonic compass will be quite small [and it
will generate] a lot of beating and dissonance.”
On this CD Polanski uses pitches up
to the 17th harmonic. His replacement
algorithm (which is just a fancy way
of saying “this is how it’s done“) is
increasing harmonic complexity, then
decreasing harmonic complexity, then
increasing etc. He even specifies the
entrance of each tone in the harmonic
series: 1,2,4,8,16,3,6,12,9,5,10,15
,7,14,11,13,17 then he retrogrades
17,13… (His algorithm reminds me
of the sequences of imitation in Hindustani Classical music.)
The performance itself, recorded at
UCSC 2016, is a good straight up
version of the freeHorn app, though at
20 minutes it seems a bit too short for
these ears.

Certainly the set up of electric guitar,
chamber acoustic instruments in drones
reminds me of the two hour double LP
Young Person’s Guide to Bobby Dunn.
Both Dunn and Polansky sound small
changes within a still drone. And I like
the Charlemagne Palestine proportions
of the Dunn.
It all seems to come down to La Monte Young, doesn’t it? freeHorn couldn’t
exist without Young’s Trio for Strings
(1958) and Young even invokes Webern’s Opus 21 Symphony. Stockhausen’s Stimmung (1968) wouldn’t exist
without Young. Stockhausen’s piece
for 6 singers and radio influenced
everybody: Pauline Olveros, Eliane
Radigue, Charlemagne Palestine, Phil
Niblock and 3/4 of the Cold Blue catalogue—which includes Polansky on
this CD.
Even Polansky’s Glass is a sly reference to Klaus Wiese’s Tibetian singing
bowls. And Polansky’s fretless guitar is
straight out of John Cale and the Velvet Underground. (Check out Cale’s
1966 LP Loop.) Of course, everyone
would hear Terry Riley’s 1964 In C,
but I would fix Polansky’s use of the
harmonic spectrum to Giacinto Scelsi’s
1959 Quattro pezzi su una nota sola,
perhaps the first real spectral composition on one fundamental (though I’m
convinced Scelsi may have borrowed
the idea from Wagner’s Rhinegold ).
All this said, the actual realization of
the freeHorn app on this CD seems a
bit stiff to me, particularly some of the
entrances and, as I said, 20 minutes
seems a bit rushed. That’s shorter than
Teibel’s psychoacoustic Enviroments
series (1970s) which generally clocks
in at about 30 minutes and seems the
right size to me for a drone piece. Oliveros goes the length of a whole CD.
But this is quibbling. They’re all excellent players and the mastering/editing is good.
ii-v-i (8 minutes) and minmaj (3 minutes) round out the CD.
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QUATTRO MANI: LOUNGE LIZARDS:
[BRIDGE 9486]
Steven Beck and Susan Grace are the
pianists. The duo piano team, founded
in 1989, has played George Crumb,
Fred Rzewski and others. Beck’s a consummate professional NYC musician.
He’s done the annual Christmas Eve
Goldberg Variations at Barge for years.
He’s played Perle, Ruders, Karchin,
and Wuorinen. Grace has been all
over, done everything, just finished a
Stefan Wolpe violin and piano CD for
Bridge.
In Quiet Music (1994 version for orchestra, 2001 version for two pianos)
by Fred Lerdahl (b. 1943) the composer
writes, “Quiet Music employs a formal
process, overlapping expanding variations, where each individual section
grows from a single melodic or harmonic cell that elaborates into complexity
until it reaches a point of completion.”
Un-spun translation: I’m developing my
material. Yahoooo!
The piece opens with Poulenc-inspired mid-range piano phrases (nicely
shaped) under a pianissimo upper register series of triadic broken chords. The
texture thickens, though it remains transparent. Mildly dissonant bass chords
pair with almost Satie-like harmonies in
the upper register.
The musicians use an understated
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touch, fingers close to the keyboard,
for a good non-legato, with sensible
pedalling throughout. There’s a clear
distinction between legato and juxtaposed staccatto. I’m hearing a quote
from Berg’s Lulu in the bass as well as
a little American in Paris in the treble.
Gentle and charming, the sweet piece
doesn’t try to reach for the stars. It ends
as it started.
Charles Ives’s Three Quarter-tone
Pieces has been recorded multiple
times but a new rendition is always
welcome. Liner note background for the
uninformed states that the pieces “were
composed for a concert in 1925 that
showcased the newly constructed quarter-tone piano with two keyboards built
by German pianist and composer Hans
Barth (1897-1956). Ives…regarded the
three pieces as ‘studies in melodic and
rhythmic quarter-tone possibilities.’ “
In the first piece the duo accentuate
the muted cantabile line with a lyrical
touch. They carefully shade the dynamics from p to pp. In the second piece I
would have liked perhaps a little more
attack on the chords. And it was at this
point that I wished they had tuned the
pianos a few cents higher in the upper
registers. The answer and response
phrases were well played. Nice phrasing was coordinated in the treble line of
the last piece.
Michael Daugherty’s Lounge Lizards
(1994, 13 minutes, 4 movements) is,
according to the composer, “a musical
recollection of the years when I supported my studies…by playing jazz piano
in lounges, bars and nightclubs…At the
Sip ’N’ Stir,…in my hometown of Cedar Rapids…I entertained patrons on
an out-of-tune piano…To pay the rent
during my studies abroad…I played
jazz at Dennis Swing Club in the infamous red-light district of Hamburg…
One of my most memorable piano gigs
was at the Ramada Inn (Exit 1, New
Jersey Turnpike), where I had the plea-

sure of playing for one disinterested customer every night: the bartender! I also
played jazz for double shifts of customers (the first shift arriving at 10pm and
the second trickling in around 4am) at
the Bamboo Bar in Amsterdam, which
has to go down as the smokiest nightclub of all time. Each movement of my
composition refers back to one of these
locations, never to be forgotten, where I
paid my dues as a lounge lizard.”
First piece: a slinky, cheezy opening
alternates with passages for xylophone,
triangle and splash cymbal. Love the
deliciously tacky piano glissandi. They
play the “cocktail rubato” with their best
Jamaican Rumba dance shoes. The second polytonal piece features vibes and
block chords on the pianos “reminiscent
of the jazz styling of George Shearing,”
claims the composer. Love that rim-shot
ending. The next piece “evokes the
‘exotic’ easy-listening music of Martin
Denny and Les Baxter,” according to
Daugherty. With marimba, ride cymbals it’s very very funny. The finale is
“canonical rock and roll riffs and piano
rhythms, reminiscent of Jerry Lee Lewis
and Henry Mancini [with] beatnik bongos and groovy xylophone,” says the
composer. The pianists play the “last
call” big up and down glissandi like the
lounge lizards they really are.
Daugherty wants the pianos with the
lids off (if possible) and lots of percussion: vibe, xylophone, marimba, ride
cymbal, snare drum, hi-hat, bongos.
There’s also a truly funny castanet solo
that must be heard.
John Musto’s Passacaglia and Arlene
Sierra’s of Risk and Memory round out
the CD.
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In 2010 Whittington collaborated with
designer Khoi Liew and the Zephyr
String Quartet at the SALA Festival.
(This piece is called Hunting: Gathering). The string players hail from Adelaide, Australia and they’re composers as well as performers. That same
year Whittingham arranged the music
of Eric Satie for that group (Furniture

Music) and recorded this CD for Cold
Blue.
….from a thatched hut was also written in 2010. Zephyr plays the seven
movement piece with attention to detail. The piece forms an arc. It begins
and ends with the same haunting 440
hz. tutti tremolo. The composer claims
influence of Cage, Webern and Satie
but I’m hearing basically Satie. His essay on Satie’s Vexations for me almost
decribes this piece. “Vexations,” he
writes, [and I would say this also applies to his own work, from a thatched
hut] lingers in the memory as a vague
impression, the details effaced as
soon as heard…static, undramatic…
reinforced by repetition…a ‘sound object’…a two-dimensional surface.”
Graham Strahle describes Whittingtom’s Windmill (1990) as “classic…
musical minimalism…a love affair with
the bush.” While my knowledge of
Australian topography is limited I can
say that the G major flat ninth (Ab) set
up throughout the 10 minute one move-

ment work in tutti harmonics is beautifully realized and delicately bowed.
Whittingtom is a pianist as well as
a composer. To his native Australia
he’s introduced the composers Crumb,
Wolff, Riley, Cardew, Feldman and
others—as well as a first performance
of John Cage’s 4’33” on 20 (yes 20)
pianos.
(By the way, for the ur-analysis of that
piece I recommend the book No Such
Thing As Silence: John Cage’s 4’33”
by Kyle Gann, Yale University Press.
It’s exhaustive—not exhausting—and
quite the readable hoot.)
While you’re at it be sure to read
Whittington’s detailed and revealing
analysis of Feldman’s Triadic Memories (2008 and downloadable).
Though not apparent on this CD,
Whittington does teach electronic music. Other works of his have been influenced by Indian music and Indonesian
gamelan.

bit iffy). Still, this hour long 5 movement
improv rules with great players (Rich
Perry, sax; Mike Richmond, bass; Zach
Brock, violin; Scott Wendholt, trumpet;
Anthony pInciotti, dums). Richard Sussman, arranger, plays piano and electronics.
I found Sussman’s “hard-swinging
pop quintet” the perfect anodyne to
having to spend too many hours listening to european dodecaphony.

RICHARD SUSSMAN: THE EVOLUTION
SUITE: ZOHO B01JGO1680

The back side of the CD says it all:
“Richard Sussman’s Evolution Suite
for Jazz Quintet, String Quartet and
Electronics was premiered and recorded…2015 at Symphony Space NYC.
‘By combining jazz improvisation and
diverse rhythms and instrumental textures from throughout the world with
contemporary classical music, we can
more strongly connect with a wider
cross-section of the multi-cultural society
in which we live.’—Richard Sussman”
His arrangements are classic Coltrane, Davis and Evans (obvious) but
Sussman also claims the influence of
Bartok, Stravinsky and Schoenberg (a

STEPHEN WHITTINGTOM (B.1953)
WINDMILL: COLD BLUE CB0048
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Dunne attests that there’s still a lot to be
said in the old avant garde style of the
50s and 60s.
Braid (2013-14) for violin and orchestra (about 13 minutes) is a more complex
rewrite of an earlier work called Ribbon.
There’s plenty of virtuosic solo violin here
though I prefer his earlier piece to the later Braid.
There’s a video out with Arthur Zobnin
as soloist live at the St. Petersburg International New Music Festival 2013 performing Ribbon. It’s a less fussy piece and
more direct to these ears than the newer
rewrite. There’s also another version of
Ribbon online. Madalyn Parnas record-

ed the violin part at Symphony Space
2012—with tighter tremoli, though less
in tune in the higher positions and a drier sound, less closely miked than either
Zobnin’s interpretation or the new Braid
on this CD.
It’s interesting though, playing Braid
and Ribbon side by side. Dunne’s obviously having fun with what Bach would
have called doubles. Zobnin plays it on
this CD (recorded at Dom Radio, St Petersburg 2013-14) with attention to detail
and a clear eye for the over-all structure.
Ground (2014) stops and starts like
Morton Feldman’s late String Quartet
Two. There’s a strange edit to absolute
black around the 2 minute mark.
Margarita Metaphase is a reworking
of Dunne’s teacher’s chamber opera The
Master and Margarita (1972) by Sergei Slonimsky. Dunne writes, “[It] was
intended as both a personal study in orchestration and formal reconfiguring of
Slonimskys music.”
I was not able to find the complete
chamber opera to compare. But something Dunne wrote in the liner notes
did bring a gentle tear to my eyes,
“[Slonimsky’s] premiere, which security
forces immediately shut down after the
opening night, was a cause celebre in
the Leningrad…cultural world.” Can you
imagine? At one time contemporary music was so important, mattered so much,

that there was actually a cause celebre!
This would never happen in America today. No one cares enough about contemporary music to hate it—but wouldn’t it
be nice if they did?
There’s a lovely English horn solo at
the beginning of Margarita Metaphase
(so reminiscent of Wagner I wanted to
immediately relisten to the third act of
Tristan) played beautifully by Alexandra
Shatalova. Irina Vassileva, soprano, navigates the vocally treacherous score with
an even tone throughout.
The CD ends with Concert for Piano
and Chamber Orchestra (2007/2013,
about 20 minutes)—I can hear all the
simultaneous lines clearly delineated.
The orchestration is clean, often times
reminiscent of Stravinsky and Messiean,
but most reminiscent, to me, of Alemdar
Karamanov.
James Giles, piano, plays the Concert
with obvious attention to detail, a fine
touch and excellent pedal work.
(For those of you who are not familiar
with Karamanov’s 20-odd symphonies—
run, don’t walk, to your laptop. Karamonov (1934-2007), though largely
unknown, stands as one of the most significant composers of the late 20th century.
Check out his music to the Soviet film Triumph Over Violence and then listen listen
listen to all the symphonies. Sparkling
orchestration!)

GILLES VONSATTEL: SHADOWLINES
[HONENS B014JJB7IG]

When Joe Patrych says to me, “Gilles
Vonsattel’s a really good pianist,” I listen. Joe of Patrych Studios up in the
Bronx has recorded hundreds if not thousands of pianists in his day. He’s produced many brilliantly executed CDs.
Vonsattel does not dissappoint. He’s
not after the grand gesture but he understands the nuance of French piano
music in all its intimate, subtle details.
He’s worked closely with Heinz Holliger
and George Benjamin. His last release
(Debussy, Honegger, Ravel and Holliger) on Honens got him Time Out classical album of the year.
He opens with 3 Scarlatti sonatas

(K.3, 54, 502) so understated you’d
hardly know how difficult they are technically.
His Webern Variations Op 27 I
thought was standard (maybe I’ve heard
the piece a little too many times) but the
Messiaen shines.
He plays Messiaen’s fourth etude li de
feu II and the preludes Les sons impalpables du reve and Cloches d’angoisse
et larmes d’adieu. It’s difficult to overestimate the enormous impact these pieces had on the Darmstadt generation of
Boulez, Stockhausen etc. in the 1950s
and 60s. Messiaen’s mode of 12 durations, 12 pitches, 4 attacks, 5 intensities

TIMOTHY DUNNE: METAPHRASE:
WORKS FOR CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
[INNOVA 930]
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was the starting point of the total organization movement in Western Europe
after WWII up into the late 50s and
early 60s. Vonsattel writes, “Messiaen’s
debt to Debussy is evident, and yet his
individualism and originality are utterly
unmistakable.” Vonsattel knows this music well and he plays it with depth and
authority.
Alas! George Benjamin’s Shadowlines (2001) does not blow me away. I
know I should like this but after listening
to it 3 times to me it’s minor Benjamin.
Best for me is the Debussy Preludes
Feux d’artiﬁce, Masques, D’un cahier

SONAMBIENTS: THE SOUND SCULPTURE OF HARRY BERTOIA:
[ IMPREC 419]
Imprec has just come out with an 11
CD set of all the recordings sound-artist Bertoia (1915-1978) made a year
before his death. These are newly
restored from the master reels which
were recorded by the sculptor and his
musician brother.
They recorded with 4 overhead microphones and a 1/4” tape recorder
in the artist’s barn-studio in the Pennsylvania woods. Space Voyage, Ocean
Mysteries, All and More, Sounds Beyond are some of the names they gave
to their improvs. Bertoia manipulated
a few of the tapes: he overdubbed,
he changed speeds, he played them
backwards. His work influenced Brian
Eno, David Harrington of Kronos and

d’esquisses and L’isle joyeuse. Vonsattell
makes this hard music sound easy. Subtle, with great feeling, he navigates the
keyboard.
The Honens label is an offshoot of the
Honens Piano Competition in Canada.
It’s a good recording on a mellow sounding instrument, particularly mid-register,
done at the American Academy of Arts
and Letters 2015.
(By the way, apropos of Messiaen,
every reader should read and re-read
Messiaen’s The Technique of My Musical Language. Here the composer goes
into great detail how he writes, both in

terms of rhythm and in terms of his famous modes of limited transposition. I’d
almost say you can’t really understand
Boulez, Stockhausen, Nono, Wolpe,
even Ligeti, without reading this book.
I thought this seminal work was out of
print but it is still possible to download
and even get a hard copy from Amazon. Totally worth it.)

even John Cage.
Imprec sent me 4 soundfiles of recordings Bertoia (assisted by his brother and sister) made in 1969 which
were recently discovered by his son.
There’s also a DVD (with stills) produced/directed by Jeffrey and Miriam
Eger (1971). It shows the artist performing his pieces and there’s an interview as well. For the DVD they set up 9
mics with big, 10 minute uninterrupted
takes. The engineer is Peter Hliddal,
Kenesaw Film Production.
(btw There’s another neat 1965 online documentary of Bartoia. It opens
with a shot of him lighting his pipe with
a welding tool—so cool.)
As a young student, during WWII,
he created a line of jewelry which
started the “art to wear” movement. It
was then, in La Jolla, that he started to
experiment with metal. He got his first
big break in 1943 when he sold 100
of his prints to the Guggenheim. A few
years later he created the famous undulating metal wire furniture for Knoll. He
became well known enough to be able
to fund his work with sound pieces. The
furniture, the jewelry and the sound
sculpture were shown in 2016 at the
Museum of Arts and Design, NYC.
”Somnambient“ is Bartoia’s term to
describe the music-environment created by the manipulation of his sound
sculptures and gongs. It’s a luscious
sound invoking (according to Imprec)

singing bowls and Ben Franklin’s Glass
Harmonica. Imprec’s liner notes calls
the music “a celebration of sustained
tone, slow decay, healing vibrations
and shimmering harmonies.” And it’s
true!
“A group of gypsies came through
his village…they hammered on pots
and pans with rhythmical beat as they
prepared and shaped them. These vibrations left an impression [on] young
Arieto [Harry]” —from the H.B Foundation website
In a video online (2007) Brigitta,
Harry Bertoia’s wife, describes the
creation of the sound sculptures. “He
made small sculptures with what was
supposed to look like desert grasses.
And he found that when these little rods
were touched and they were hitting
each other that they made a sound.
And his brother, who was a musician,
said, “Why don’t you make these in
different sizes and different metals?”
And Harry said, “Yes, that’s a good
idea.”
He first made a grid wire base
(1959) which, in the 60s became a
flat, drilled metal base. There were cattail tops: rods capped with cylinders
which swayed and played by their
weight. He staggered the height. He
experimented with thicker and thinner
wire gauges. He created vertical rods
and flat gongs. His work could interact with wind and weather as well as
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be manipulated by stretching, bending and striking. All this changed the
sound. He used brass, bronze, aluminum, monel, inconel, gold plating and
beryllium copper. He used beryllium
the most because he found that that
metal gave the richest sounds and had
the widest range of colors (both for the
ear and for the eye). His work ran from
6 inches to over 20 feet. By 1968 he
had created 100 plus sculptures.
Julia Folsenthal of Vogue describes
“the pleasure of playing a Bertoia
sculpture. [It’s] as much tactile as anything else, dialing in how much pressure must be applied to get the instruments going, and then tracking how
the sound mutates and dissipates over
time.”
“You go through these emotions—joy,
suffering, happiness, sorrow—” Bertoia once said, “and if you happen to
have a bit of metal in your hands—you
just shape it.”
According to Bertoia’s daughter, Ce-

lia, “In the barn you actually feel the vibrations through the wooden floor. So
it’s a total sensual experience.”
There’s a video online (2016) of
his son demonstrating how he coaxes
different sounds from a Bertoia gong.
He said, “My father would lick his
thumb and draw different sounds” like
a thumb-trill on a tambourine. Later
Bertoia invented a tool that simulated
a thumb: soft leather taped to a large
metal stem. If you hold the stem the
short way a high sound is produced,
the long way, a lower sound. The result is a lyrical, sustained resonance,
almost voice-like, closer to an ondes
martenot than a theremin.
Electronic music composers and
drone wannabees—-with all your mathematical machinations and rooms of
laptops, publicity agents and hair-stylists—no, I’ve never heard anything
from any of you that sound like Bartoia’s installations.
I would describe the Bartoia

sound-environment as ripe, succulent,
sensual massive drones. They crescendo/decrescendo throughout with deep,
overlapping, dominant fundamentals
and ear-piercing high harmonics. As
Bartoia would say, “This is all the glory
of creation.”
He’s buried outside his studio under
a tremendous 10 foot/1 ton gong. So
cool. ||

ERRATA
In Mark Zuckerman’s review of Leonard
Lehrman’s The Triangle Fire, the photo
should be attributed to Helene Williams.
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Cadenzas
And Quiet Flows
the Volga
Recording Chesnokov in Saratov
by Leann Davis Alspaugh
2001, I took an unforgettable sixteen-day
riverboat cruise, boarding in St. Petersburg for a week, spending another week
sailing down rivers and across Lake Ladoga, taking numerous day excursions, and
ending in Moscow for a three-day exploration. It was the White Nights season,
with long days and short nights, and I
brought along War and Peace to complete the experience. Among our activities were several short recitals by Russian
Orthodox priests at remote churches.
Never having experienced any aspect of
Orthodox liturgy or music, I had no understanding of why there were no seats
in the churches or any musical accompaniment. But it was immediately clear even
at the smallest churches and among the
youngest priests that musical standards

CREDIT: LEANN DAVIS ALSPAUGH

It was three thirty in the morning and
the sunlight was flooding through the
lace curtains of our room at the Hotel
Onegin. Oddly, we felt rested after our
20-hour Aeroflot flight from Richmond
via JFK and Moscow to Saratov, Russia.
We had arrived the morning before—first
stop, Molly O’Connor’s Irish Pub at Moscow’s Sheremetyevo Airport—in desperate need of espresso to reset our internal
clocks.
A Sukhoi regional jet took us from
Moscow to the sleepy Saratov airport.
On final approach, we could see Russian
air force bombers on the flight line at Engels Air Force Base (named for Marx’s
co-conspirator) across the river. After a
long wait, a repurposed military truck
arrived piled high with our luggage and
there was a mad scramble for the baggage claim area.
We had come to Saratov for ten days
to record the music of Pavel Chesnokov
(1877–1944), one of Russia’s most prolific composers, at the Saratov Theological
Seminary. Saratov is a large regional city,
about 500 miles southeast of Moscow,
and capital of the oblast, or province,
of the same name. Founded in 1590,
Saratov quickly became a thriving town
thanks to its prime location on the Volga
River. Famous sons include cosmonaut
Yuri Gagarin and novelist Nikolai Chernyshevsky, whose What Is to Be Done?
was so influential for Lenin. Today, it is
a sprawling city of more than 850,000,
home to universities, a prestigious music
conservatory, and a charming city center.
This was my second trip to Russia. In

were high.
Some years afterward, my husband
and I were making a summer trip to Cooperstown, New York, for the Glimmerglass Opera Festival. Driving through the
surrounding countryside, we were astonished to see a set of gold onion domes
glittering above the cornfields. We were
not able to enter the Holy Trinity Monastery at Jordanville that day because our
summer attire was not allowed in the
church, but I did inflict a rusty Russian
phrase or two on a kindly old man seated
outside under a small shrine.
We returned to Jordanville on a bitterly
cold weekend a few years later for our
first meeting with the founders of the Patriarch Tikhon Russian-American Music
Institute (PaTRAM). The meeting initiated
the planning for the debut recording of
the Patriarch Tikhon Choir, Praise the
Lord, All Ye Nations, to be conducted
by Vladimir Gorbik of Moscow. We had
been invited to hear the Holy Trinity choir
while it participated in an all-night vigil
service. Before the service, we joined in
the monastery dinner, a meal conducted
in silence, except for a priest reading in
Russian from the lives of the saints to men
in one room while women ate in another.
Inside the church, the women occupied
the left side of the sanctuary and the men
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were on the right. We all stood for the
four-hour service, which, except for a
brief section, was conducted entirely in
Church Slavonic. The choir sang for virtually every minute of that time, mostly by
candlelight. I knew nothing of the order
of worship or the liturgy. I couldn’t identify the innumerable saints whose portraits
filled every inch of wall space. But those
four hours changed my life.
In spring of 2016, when my husband,
producer Blanton Alspaugh, told me that
a trip to Russia was being organized to
record the music of Chesnokov, I said
count me in. Before the recording in July,
Blanton and John Newton, owner of
Boston-based Soundmirror, took a quick
scouting trip to Saratov to select a recording location from among half a dozen
churches. Blanton came back from that
trip, brimming with stories of hospitality,
an evening cruise on the Volga, and the
widespread enthusiasm for the recording
project.
With Metropolitan Longin, the rector
of the Seminary, blessing the project and
the combined efforts of forty-one singers
from the Moscow Podvorie, the Seminary
choir, and PaTRAM singers from the US
and Canada, it was a multinational effort. It was encouraging to see posters all
over the city promoting the choir’s participation in services at the Pokrovsky Sobor, Saratov’s large cathedral. Rehearsals
opened with a Moleben, a service of supplication, presided over by three priests
who also sang in the combined choir.
The recording took place in the Seminary
church, a freshly renovated, light-filled
chapel decorated with pastel-tinged frescoes of church fathers and a gilded iconostasis with the portraits of some twenty
saints. Saratov’s warm July days and sunny skies made this room feel very close
by mid-afternoon—to reduce ambient
noise, the building’s air conditioning had
been turned off—but the music was not
to be missed.
Over the course of several days, I
kept returning to the mystery of how the
Church Slavonic texts work with the music. Being neither a Russian speaker nor
a musicologist, my musings could only
be of the most superficial variety. Church
Slavonic shares much with everyday spo-

ken Russian—a predominance of rich
diphthongs and prominent consonant
blends—but this is a language used only
in the context of worship. It is an expression of prayer, one sustained by centuries of musical creativity in the service
of God. Judging from the singers’ genuflections and responses to Metropolitan
Longin’s presence, these men were, for
the most part, believers, some were even
ordained priests and a few wore black
cassocks every day. No Russian church
music project would be complete without
the octavists, singers whose basso profundo range adds an otherworldly depth
to the music. It was easy to see why one
singer compared their resonant vocals to
the Kremlin’s famous Tsar Bell.
Vladimir Morosan, founder and president of Musica Russica and a Russian
music specialist, considers Chesnokov,
along with other Moscow School composers such as Kastalsky, Grechaninov,
and Rachmaninov, to have been essential
in revitalizing church music by returning
it back to its origins in znamenny chant
and folk music traditions. Znamenny
chant has its own specific notation and
uses a performance practice that calls for
a natural voice, one that carries a heartfelt conviction of the truth of the words
being sung. The result—at least up to the
revolutionary period—was a period of
great creativity and intense expressivity. Chesnokov composed some 400 sacred works, which range, in Morosan’s

words, “from austere unisons to sumptuous eight-voice polyphony, and colorful
harmony, which he often ‘spices’ with
chromaticism.”
After several days of rehearsals at
the Seminary, the choir traveled to the
Pokrovsky Sobor to take part in two
services, Saturday’s all-night vigil and
Sunday morning matins. Singing from
a high loft in the rear of the church, the
highlight of the four-hour vigil service was
Chesnokov’s Great Doxology, a setting
of “Gloria in excelsis Deo.” Morosan
describes the Great Doxology as “Chesnokov at his most brilliant and colorful:
trumpet-like fanfares with more lyrical
contrapuntal passages culminating in a
dramatic solo recitative.”(There is a YouTube video https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=tcoRsuWlldU&list=RDtcoRsuWlldU&t=37 of the performance in Saratov—complete with the octavists’ G1 at
the end.)
Scheduled for a spring 2018 release,
Lay Aside All Earthly Cares will appear
on Reference Recordings’ newest imprint
Fresh! Long respected by audiophiles for
its classical and jazz recordings, Reference Recordings started Fresh! to encourage new artists and to collaborate with
new production teams. Lay Aside All
Earthly Cares has been announced as
the first of five recordings produced by
PaTRAM and Soundmirror for Reference
Fresh! ||
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Let´s Do Something:

less secure now that Larry Foreman is getting the steelworkers to organize a union.
Blitzstein’s score is much like those of
Kurt Weill and Bertolt Brecht (in fact, the
composer dedicated it to “Bert Brecht”);
it’s an eclectic and seamless melding of
cabaret, jazz, and opera. The orchestra
includes a small string section, with single winds (including alto and tenor sax-

to work on balances and microphone
placement, then recording two more,
plus a patch session, before packing up
and heading home.
Recording live opera presents some
challenges that are not encountered in
studio sessions. One challenge is that we
need to deploy dozens of microphones
so that we get the sound we need while
also keeping a low visual profile; we
have an array of microphones in the
footlight area, a parallel array of very
small mics hanging from the rigging, a
few mics concealed in scenery, and a
full set of mics covering the orchestra.
Good communication with the director
and technical staff are essential in meshing the recording with the rest of the production. Also, in a repertory or festival
schedule such as Opera Saratoga, with

ophones), trumpet and trombone, piano,
guitar and banjo, and a very busy percussionist.
From the beginning, we knew that we
would make the recording in live performances in Opera Saratoga’s Spa Little
Theater, part of the Saratoga Spa State
Park. A first look at the score and an advance visit to the theater helped us begin
to form a plan; talking with the director,
the conductor, the technical director,
stage manager, and others helped us
refine and revise it. We would have access to three performances, using the first

a different opera every day, everything
has to be designed and installed so that
it can be struck and then reset efficiently.
Another challenge is that we cannot
interrupt the live performance and say
“Maestro, would you start again at letter
B?” What we do instead is make careful
notes during each performance, passing
them along to the music staff so the performers know what we are looking to improve. A short patch session after the last
recorded performance gives everyone a
chance to address anything still in need
of improvement. The patch session can

Recording Marc Blitzstein's
The Cradle Will Rock
Marc Blitzstein’s The Cradle Will Rock
(1937) almost didn’t survive its opening.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s Works Progress Administration shut down the show
over its pro-union, anti-capitalist plot;
composer, cast, and crew were locked
out of the theater. In a cheeky protest that
became a Broadway legend, producer
John Houseman rented a larger theater
uptown where Blitzstein played and the
cast sang through the whole show, without costumes, props, or orchestra, for a
capacity audience. They got the show
launched all right, but the legend of
Blitzstein gamely coaxing his music out
of a decrepit upright piano proved so
enduring that subsequent productions left
unheard an orchestral score that is a marvel of sophistication, wit, and economy.
So when Lawrence Edelson and Opera
Saratoga announced a new production
to mark the work’s 80th anniversary, with
John Mauceri conducting and using Blitzstein’s original orchestration, a commercial recording seemed an essential part
of the project.
The Cradle Will Rock is set in Steeltown, USA, where Mr. Mister owns the
steel mill as well as everything and everyone that matters. He’s got in his pocket
Editor Daily, Doctor Specialist, President
Prexy, and even Reverend Salvation—all
benefiting from his patronage and doing
his bidding. His wife, Mrs. Mister, spends
his money sponsoring artists like Dauber
the painter and Yasha the violinist, and
children Sister Mister and Junior Mister
spend even more on fancy clothes and
fast living. Dick the detective harasses
Moll the prostitute and Harry Druggist,
who lost his business thanks to pressure
from Mr. Mister. But Mr. Mister is feeling
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by Blanton Alspaugh
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the best available takes. I shared the first
edit with Mr. Edelson and Mr. Mauceri,
who quickly sent back a short list of revisions. After the edit was completed we
got the whole team together for three
days in the studio at Soundmirror patient-

John Mauceri (l.) and Blanton Alspaugh (r.)

ly making a stereo mix out of the 50-odd
tracks.
As I write, the recording is in the final
stages of post-production and is almost
ready for us to share with potential label
partners. For all the challenges that are
baked into producing and recording live
opera, it’s a remarkably successful and
engaging recording. I’m pleased that
the machinery and technology are transparent; what comes through with punch
and spirit is Marc Blitzstein’s words and
music—eighty years old but never out of
date. ||

CREDIT: BRANDON JOHNSON, SOUNDMIRROR

be as short as fifteen minutes or as long
as a couple of hours. It can be especially useful to record some sections without
stage business, movement, or noise.
One of the significant challenges presented by this production lay in coordi-

nating and balancing the voices with the
orchestra. Because the Spa Little Theater
has no pit, the orchestra is placed upstage behind the scenery; to evoke Steeltown, the designers built a multilevel set
of beams and girders which was almost
completely open visually and acoustically. This has some good effects: the orchestra doesn’t sound acoustically constricted
as it sometimes could in a pit. But the upstage placement also presents challenges: the conductor is not in position to hear
stage balances very well, nor can he easily communicate with the singers as he
would from a pit. While conductor John
Mauceri, the Opera Saratoga Orchestra,
and the singers all made it look—and
sound—easy, we knew from the rehearsals how much work went into making the
balances and ensemble successful.
After we all got home I began to work
on the first edit. Going back through my
notes and listening again to the performances and the patch helped to identify
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Books
ARTURO TOSCANINI: MUSICIAN OF CONSCIENCE
By HARVEY SACHS [LIVERIGHT, 2017]
by Pacien Mazzagatti
Today, sixty years after his death, the
towering figure of Arturo Toscanini endures as the most renowned and revered conductor in history. Aside from
the great composers themselves, few if
any musicians have left as permanent a
mark on the art form as the legendary
maestro from Parma. In his absorbing
biography Arturo Toscanini Musician of
Conscience, Harvey Sachs gives a meticulously researched and richly detailed
account of Toscanini’s Byronic, ninety-year life. The product of decades of
research, this estimable work is Sachs’s
second biography of the Italian conductor. The emergence of a great wealth
of archival materials from the Toscanini family in the 1990’s convinced the
author that a completely new biography was called for, and he assures his
readers that, rather than an expansion
of his 1978 biography, not “a single
sentence from the old book is to be
found in this one.” Sachs draws from
myriad sources to elucidate the public
and private personae of the fabled musician including recently available personal correspondence with colleagues
and acquaintances, audio recordings of
family gatherings made without Toscanini’s knowledge, and even transcripts of
telephone conversations wire-tapped by
Mussolini’s fascist regime.
Sachs’s boundless enthusiasm for his
subject is unmistakable through his elegant, though unpretentious prose. Yet he
remains more journalist than evangelist.
After all, Toscanini’s documented performance history is enough to warrant his
fame objectively without the opining of
any author. Indeed, Sachs takes aim at
some of Toscanini’s earliest biographers
for their overly adulatory portraits. The

maestro’s broad repertoire and superhuman schedule is a legend familiar to
anyone with the most cursory knowledge
of classical music, but reading Sachs’s
detailed chronology of his busiest seasons is revelatory. The dizzying litany of
hundreds of performances of dozens of
operas and symphonic works, many of
them national or world premieres, would
be enough to secure his place in a class
by himself, but that he was credited with
raising the level of every ensemble he
worked with, (and famously performed
all that repertoire from memory) is nothing short of astonishing.
Sachs also faithfully compiles incidents of his subject’s legendary explosive temper. The maestro’s unyielding
pursuit of artistic quality and his self-described “proud and scornful character”
combined on many an instance to produce colorful scenes that are among
the book’s most entertaining moments.
Toscanini’s great generosity is given
almost equal coverage. His voluntarily
reduced fees, free appearances, financial assistance to needy musicians, and
contributions to efforts in both World
Wars attest to an artist more concerned
with contribution than remuneration. Of
course, over the decades, many Toscanini anecdotes have gained popular embellishments, and Sachs does his duty to
dispel some time-honored myths including that his prodigious memory was a
result of his poor eyesight (his eye problems were not significant until well into
his forties), and that in a fit of pique he
had once blinded a violinist at rehearsal
(the fortunate player escaped with just a
broken bow and a minor head wound).
But the overwhelming conclusion is that
Toscanini’s mythical status as the ne plus
ultra of maestri is not only well deserved,
it is not likely to be challenged any time

soon.
The letters to colleagues, friends, and
paramours that have become available
since Sachs’s first biography reveal much
about Toscanini’s personal opinions on
art, literature, and the performers of his
day. They also illuminate a personal life
that was just as restless and tempestuous

as his professional one. The uncompromising integrity that Toscanini adhered
to in his artistic and political life did not
extend to his marital vows. He pursued
his prurient interests with the same insatiable drive as his music, and the graphic nature of some of his correspondence
st
is jarring even to 21 -century sensibilities. (Readers who don’t wish to have
their conception of Toscanini forever
altered by a particularly indelible mental image are well advised to skip pg.
629.) For the most part Sachs relays Toscanini’s sexual exploits journalistically,
refraining from the armchair psychiatry
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that is all too common among contemporary biographers. His contextualization
of Toscanini’s voracious carnal appetite is limited to a single footnote: “By
today’s standards, Toscanini would be
considered a sexual predator…By the
standards of his own day, he was merely promiscuous.”
Before the obligatory exploration of
the Toscanini genealogy, Sachs’s biography opens with a two-page flashforward
to 11 May 1946 as the revered, aged
maestro prepares to take the stage at the
postwar re-opening of Teatro alla Scala.
This brief fragment stays with the reader
as Sachs chronicles the young maestro’s
rise to fame at La Scala, his service to
his country as an impecunious bandleader on the frontlines of World War I,
his defiance of Mussolini’s orders to perform the fascist hymn La giovinezza and
the resulting physical assault by fascists
in Bologna, his banishment from Italian
theaters, and his self-imposed exile from
Nazi-controlled Bayreuth and the Salzburg Festival. When the moment recurs,
almost 800 pages later, it is as the defining instant of both his musical and political life. After the demise of both Hitler
and Mussolini, Toscanini, among the
first public figures to denounce fascism,
and one of the few non-Jewish musicians
to boycott fascist-controlled theaters, stoically returns as an icon of liberty.
The sole disappointment of this book
unfortunately is the physical book itself.
It is no secret that the standards of book
construction have been falling for many
years, but it still came as a surprise
when, in the middle of its first reading,
the book’s binding broke neatly in half.
Harvey Sachs’s extraordinary efforts,
(not to mention Toscanini’s legacy) deserve a sturdier vessel. ||
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BUILDING BRIDGES WITH MUSIC:
STORIES FROM A COMPOSER'S LIFE
By SAMUEL ADLER [AMERICAN MUSIC AND MUSICIANS, 2017]
by Mark Zuckerman
American composer Samuel Adler will
turn 90 next year. Having retired from
a full teaching schedule, he set down
events from his rather eventful existence
in Building Bridges with Music: Stories
from a Composer’s Life.
The events are told chronologically as
a series of connected anecdotes written
in an unassuming, breezy manner from
a seemingly prodigious memory for happenings and their details.
Adler was born in Mannheim, Germany just before the rise of Hitler. His father,
Hugo Adler, was a cantor in the German
Reform Jewish tradition and a composer.
Adler had his formative musical experiences with his father, who worked with
him daily to explore a wide variety of music to supplement Adler’s violin study. All
this was abruptly interrupted in November, 1938 with Kristallnacht, the pogrom
against Jews promulgated by the Nazi
regime after many years of governmental measures circumscribing Jewish existence. Adler relates how he (just 10 years
old) and his father stealthily entered his
father’s bombed-out temple shortly afterward to rescue sacred books while
evading discovery by the armed Nazis
guarding the ruins.
Kristallnacht was the signal for a large
number of German Jews that it was time
to leave Germany. The Adler family was
in this group despite their having lived in
Mannheim for centuries. Their exit to the
United States was facilitated by a fluke
with U.S. immigration quotas but impeded by the post-Kristallnacht roundup of
Jewish clergy that led to Hugo’s arrest and
incarceration in a concentration camp.
The U.S. government’s protest over this
roundup led to Hugo’s release and the
Adler family’s emigration. They eventually settled in Worcester, Massachusetts,
where Hugo was offered a pulpit.
It seems likely that this escape was
a strong force in encouraging Adler to
adopt the attitude to (in his words) “live

every moment of my life as fully as possible…” True to this motto, Adler’s stories
show him eager and energetic to find
and take advantage of opportunities
and, as his book’s title suggests, to build
lasting and rewarding relationships.
Adler went to school in the Boston
area and ultimately wound up at Harvard, where he studied composition with
Walter Piston and Paul Hindemith. He
also sought out Aaron Copland, who
reluctantly took him on as a student. Hindemith persuaded him on the value of
identifying and mastering technique; Copland taught him to work until he loved
every note. Both of these lessons Adler
apparently took to heart his entire career,
during which he has been remarkably
prolific; his music is characteristically
both well-crafted and convincing.
Drafted in 1950, Adler was trained as
an artilleryman and sent to Germany as
part of the army of occupation. Through
a combination of happenstance and initiative, Adler was assigned a variety of
musical tasks and, because of his German heritage, served as liaison with
local populations. In the latter capacity,
Adler organized and conducted a number of choirs and instrumental ensembles
as part of an army outreach program. It’s
remarkable that Adler’s attitude toward
the locals was apparently unaffected by
his family being forced to flee a hostile
Germany just 12 years before or by the
German nation’s annihilation of a third
of the world’s Jews in the interim. Rather,
he was intent on repair (following tikkun
olam, the Jewish concept of repairing the
world), even between local groups with
ancient mistrust, such as Protestants and
Catholics. In the process, he encountered
some locals who had fond memories of
his family, his father in particular.
Adler’s chief accomplishment in the
army was organizing the Seventh Army
Symphony Orchestra. With the examples
of his local musical enterprises, he managed to persuade the high command to
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allow him to recruit players from the entire
occupation army roster and to provide
the means for him to conduct concerts of
American and German music. (Would
that some modern day American orchestras adopt this programming philosophy
by adding some American music to their
predominantly German repertoire!) Despite Adler’s matter-of-fact description,
this was an amazing achievement, not
just because the army is not noted for
imagination and flexibility, but more because of what Adler had to overcome
on his own behalf: he was
merely a corporal and there
was residual anti-Semitism
in the army. Reading between the lines, it must have
taken considerable drive
and diplomacy to pull it off.
After the army, Adler took
a position as music director
of Temple Emanu-El in Dallas, Texas, where he built
musical institutions to support worship and wrote music for them. These musical
forces became impressive
enough for Leonard Bernstein’s publisher to offer Adler the American premiere
of Bernstein’s Chichester
Psalms. (This Adler refused,
a slight Bernstein never forgave, leading
to a cruel hazing of Adler later on.)
Following his sojourn in Dallas, Adler
entered the traditional academic track:
he spent nearly 30 years teaching at
Eastman, where he headed the composition faculty, and then almost another
20 at Juilliard. He authored a number
of instructional texts, including one on
sight singing and a widely-acclaimed
book on orchestration. The latter is remarkable for the breadth of musical examples (the book was accompanied by
recordings, originally issued on disc but
now available to stream) and its comprehensiveness (also its price: over $100 on
amazon.com). He taught hundreds of students, some of whom became significant
composers in their own right.
He also composed a ton of music of
all kinds, from solo works to operas. The
bulk of the book consists of stories about

his experiences bringing this music to life
and about his life in music, replete with
people he encountered and worked with
and places where all this happened.
The stories about people and places
are perhaps of the greatest interest to
the general reader. Adler describes encounters with figures from popular culture – pop singer Eddie Fisher and movie
star Audrey Hepburn–whose narcissistic
behavior was directly at odds with their
public image. There are composers behaving badly, too, like Iannis Xenakis

who proved himself a boor at a festival
in Israel. By and large, though, Adler
found himself in the role of diplomat or
peacemaker, as with his managing an
awkward situation with an alcoholic colleague at Eastman and an uncomfortable
presentation at Eastman by composer David Diamond. There are anecdotes about
places, too, like trying to find a plumber
in status-conscious Vienna (accomplished
only after Adler identified himself as a
professor) and experiencing such naked
anti-Semitism in Poland that he decided
never to return.
Occasionally Adler provides a glimpse
into practical issues related to the business of being a composer. For example,
in describing his retirement from teaching at summer programs, he mentions in
passing that the program had expected
him to bring his own students. In another instance, a German orchestra asked

him to compose a piece for them and he
had to inform them that there was a fee
expected for this service. (He suggested
they find a business sponsor who would
underwrite this. They called him back the
next day to tell him they had found such a
sponsor for not only this commission, but
for commissions in future years. So not
only was Adler himself eager – he typically says he agreed “readily” to opportunities— he was fortunate to have found
people to work with who were equally
as motivated. Reading between the lines
again, perhaps this was evidence of Adler’s mastery of
the art of persuasion.)
Appendices follow the autobiography. Here the focus
is likely to appeal more to
those with a professional
music interest. The first two
are closely related: a paper entitled “Composing for
Worship,” delivered at a
1989 symposium at Westminster Choir College, and
another surveying “Music
of the Synagogue,” published initially in 1964 but
updated in 2001. Both are
scholarly in tone, in contrast
with the autobiography’s
informality, and both provide knowledgeable and experienced
insights. The latter paper includes many
illustrative musical examples.
The third appendix is the transcript of
a 2008 interview on the subject “Teaching Composition in Twenty-First Century
America” that touches on the current state
of composition and the musical world in
general as well as the stated topic. After reading the autobiography, there are
few surprises here; but the presentation is
concise, compelling, and down-to-earth.
All in all, Building Bridges with Music is
an engaging read. If only the book itself
weren’t so unwieldly: it has the form factor and heft of a coffee table book, making it difficult to read except at a desk
–but worth the effort. ||
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